
From: Leone, Leah
To: Hayes, Michael (ACF)
Subject: RE: Checking In
Date: Thursday, March 19, 2020 8:04:31 AM
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Greetings Michael,
 
I hope this email finds you and your family well. Over the last couple of days I have been
in constant contact with the grantees. In the sharing I have asked that they please update
me on what service modifications they’ve implemented during this health crisis. I was
waiting on each to respond before sending you an update, but I will share what I know
now from at least two grantees. I will continue to share as more answers arrive.
 
NewDay Services usually hosts an in-person FOCUS class, but has decided to host online
classes for the participants. The AV Hotline parenting time agents along with POLL Legal
have been working from home and haven’t missed a beat—nor a call. 
 
Also, the Supreme Court in Texas issued an emergency order to assist courts.
https://protect2.fireeye.com/url?k=e21773c6-be427ad5-e21742f9-0cc47adb5650-
d15e7704d0de647c&u=https://www.txcourts.gov/media/1446106/209043.pdf?
fbclid=IwAR3IW0yGc3IbcCSLiBuU1h9QqywhV0BnwpuJsRRz39p2M7bqJTBJud5trVc
 
All in all I couldn’t be more proud of the dedication, flexibility and creative efforts of the
grantees to continue offering quality AV services during this unprecedented time we are
experiencing. I will continue my efforts to encourage and assist them in any way possible.
 
Be well.
 
Kind regards,
 
Leah
 
 
 
 
Leah Leone, J.D.
Director of Access & Visitation
Office of the Attorney General
Family Initiatives-Child Support Division
P.O. Box 12017-MC-039
Austin, Texas 78711
Office: (512) 460-6437
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To: Hayes, Michael (ACF)
Subject: RE: Checking In
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Thank you Michael. I appreciate your encouragement!
 
I will keep you posted on the class from NewDay… This just in from Bexar County.
 
In our Shared Parenting program we were most concerned about the orientation meeting.  This is
where a group of applicants are seeking services and we’d have anywhere from 8 to 15 persons in our
office common area.  With our local courts going into a very limited entry mode, we knew we’d have
to modify that.  So, rather than sign up applicants for the orientation we are now contacting them by
phone individually and screening them for eligibility.  We can e-mail and mail them the documents
needed to fill out.  It’s been tiring because where we’d have a one-time speech about the program,
we now have to deliver that to as many applicants as we receive.  But, we’re dedicated to keep the
program throughput going.  Second, our Shared Parenting Coordinator would hold a meeting
between the non-custodial parent and the custodial parent in her office.  She’s had to change that to
over the phone.
 
Leah Leone, J.D.
Director of Access & Visitation
Office of the Attorney General
Family Initiatives-Child Support Division
P.O. Box 12017-MC-039
Austin, Texas 78711
Office: (512) 460-6437
 

 
 
From: Hayes, Michael (ACF) <Michael.Hayes@acf.hhs.gov> 
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 9:18 AM
To: Leone, Leah <Leah.Leone@oag.texas.gov>
Subject: RE: Checking In
 
Thanks so much for sending all this information and kudos to you all – you are the best!  And, put my
request low on your list… responding to your grantees and families in Texas gets top spot!
 
If NewDay puts their class online – can you send me a link?  I’d love to drop in and observe and learn
so I can share this with others.
 
Michael

mailto:Leah.Leone@oag.texas.gov
mailto:Michael.Hayes@acf.hhs.gov



 
Michael Hayes
OCSE
Mobile: 512-589-8033
 

From: Leone, Leah <Leah.Leone@oag.texas.gov> 
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 8:03 AM
To: Hayes, Michael (ACF) <Michael.Hayes@acf.hhs.gov>
Subject: RE: Checking In
 
Greetings Michael,
 
I hope this email finds you and your family well. Over the last couple of days I have been
in constant contact with the grantees. In the sharing I have asked that they please update
me on what service modifications they’ve implemented during this health crisis. I was
waiting on each to respond before sending you an update, but I will share what I know
now from at least two grantees. I will continue to share as more answers arrive.
 
NewDay Services usually hosts an in-person FOCUS class, but has decided to host online
classes for the participants. The AV Hotline parenting time agents along with POLL Legal
have been working from home and haven’t missed a beat—nor a call. 
 
Also, the Supreme Court in Texas issued an emergency order to assist courts.
https://protect2.fireeye.com/url?k=fb66900b-a7339918-fb66a134-0cc47adb5650-
7a32b42bfbf37d91&u=https://protect2.fireeye.com/url?k=e21773c6-be427ad5-e21742f9-
0cc47adb5650-
d15e7704d0de647c&u=https://www.txcourts.gov/media/1446106/209043.pdf?
fbclid=IwAR3IW0yGc3IbcCSLiBuU1h9QqywhV0BnwpuJsRRz39p2M7bqJTBJud5trVc
 
All in all I couldn’t be more proud of the dedication, flexibility and creative efforts of the
grantees to continue offering quality AV services during this unprecedented time we are
experiencing. I will continue my efforts to encourage and assist them in any way possible.
 
Be well.
 
Kind regards,
 
Leah
 
 
 
 
Leah Leone, J.D.
Director of Access & Visitation
Office of the Attorney General
Family Initiatives-Child Support Division
P.O. Box 12017-MC-039
Austin, Texas 78711
Office: (512) 460-6437
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Script for Parent Child Contact 
 

 
 

Part 1: (Call parent and caregiver individually) 
 
Hi, 
My name is_________________ and I work for ___________________ as a 
__________________. 
I have been asked by DCF to contact you regarding next steps for Family Time.  Can 
we set a time today to have call with you and the (parent or foster parent/ kin 
caregiver?) 
 
Set up time give call in number 
 
Part 2: 
 
Over the past few days, DCF has been working to figure out what contact between 
families will look like amidst the COVID-19 pandemic.  As you know DCF has a 
responsibility to ensure that contact occur in a manner that is safe and appropriate, in 
alignment with the latest guidance from the Department of Health, and in compliance 
with the expectations of the court.  Vermont is currently in a state of emergency and 
current recommendations from the CDC strongly encourage social distancing.  In 
response to that, daycares, schools and many public establishments have shut down to 
slow the spread of the virus. 
 
We know that you are concerned for the safety and wellbeing of your child and we 
would like to know if you are willing to move to virtual/ remote contact as recommended 
by the Vermont Department of Health. These plans will be developed to cover the 
period in which Vermont is in a state of emergency.  Currently that is for the time period 
of 3/19/20 until 4/15/20.   
 
This contact could be in the form of video chats and/or phone contact based upon all 
parties’ technological capabilities. 
 
(Should parents agree with making this change, create plan with parties on the 
phone, with specific dates/ times and platform for contact) 
 
Please also know that you can speak to your attorney before making the decision to 
move to remote/virtual contact. 
 
I (facilitator) will follow-up via email or phone with everyone regarding the written plan 
for remote contact.   
 
(Should caregiver disagree – “these are hard times, during a pandemic we need 
to use out of the box thinking to support parent child contact, and are times that 
call on all of us to use an electronic medium to figure out what’s best for the 



child. We are asking foster parents and parents to come together to put together 
a remote contact plan) 
 
(If there’s disagreement:  ask these three screening questions to both parents 
and caregivers) 
 

1. Have you been in close contact with a person who has COVID-19? 
 

2. Have you felt unwell with respiratory symptoms in the last few days? Cough, 
high temperature, shortness of breath, difficulty breathing? 

 
3. Is there anybody in your home who is high risk with serious health issues 

were they to contract COVID-19? 
 

(If yes to any question, plan for virtual/ remote contact will proceed) 
Because you are responding yes to one or more of the screening questions we will 
proceed with virtual/ remote contact. 
 
(If agreement with virtual/remote plan) 
Thank you for your patience and understanding during these uncertain times.  We are 
all working to ensure as much consistency as possible for your family 
 
 
This guidance is effective 3/19/20 and to remain in effect during state of emergency due to 
COVID-19 pandemic 



    

 
 

                                                                    

         

                                           

 
Department for Children and Families 
Family Services Division 
280 State Drive 
HC 1 North Bldg B 

 
 
 
 

Agency of Human Services 
 

Waterbury, VT 05671-1030        
 

 
COVID – 19: Protect Yourself, Protect Others! 

 
 
From:  DCF Family Services Management Team 
 
To:  DCF Family Services Staff, CFS Partners, Judicial Partners 
 
Re:  Internal Guidance for DCF Family Services Division Staff regarding parent-child contact 
 
Date:  Revised 3/18/2020 
 
 
It is important to remember that here in Vermont, we are actively engaged in efforts to prevent the spread of COVID-19. 
Based on enhanced risk to older and vulnerable Vermonters and the fast rate of spread, we are instituting the following 
preventive actions.   
 
Priority # 1 Establish Family Time Plans:  
 
Chief Administrative Judge Grearson, the Office of the Defender General and a representative State’s Attorneys agreed 
to a request from DCF-FSD to a 48 hour suspension of Parent Child Contact (this covered Tuesday, 3/17 and Wednesday, 
3/18) so that DCF-FSD could work with VDH to create a screening protocol for everyone involved in Parent Child 
Contact—parents, children, foster parents, visit supervisors. We are actively working with VDH to determine how parent 
child contact can occur in a safe and appropriate manner.  Judge Grearson let Juvenile Court judges know that all PCC 
orders remained in effect (none are considered vacated) but that PCC would be suspended on these days. 
 
When a child has been removed from a parent’s care and placed in DCF custody, that parent and child contact is ordered 
by the court, and DCF, as the custodian, has a responsibility to ensure that this contact occur.  At the same time, during 
the COVID-19 pandemic, DCF has a responsibility to ensure that contact occur in a manner that is safe and appropriate, 
in alignment with the latest guidance from the Department of Health, and in compliance with the expectations of the 
court.     
 
To accomplish this goal, a  small workgroup will immediately form that will meet by phone regularly to discuss parent-
child contact made up of the following individuals or their designees:  Chief Administrative Judge, Defender General, 
State’s Attorney, FSD AAG Director, FSD Director of Operations, Parent Attorney, Child Attorney and GAL.   
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Effective immediately, support staff (such as case aides and CFS providers) will be actively engaged in systematically 
facilitating phone calls with all parents and foster parents (or staff caretakers) of children/youth in DCF custody to 
develop safe, appropriate parent-child contact.  This will mean remote/virtual contact in most situations.  
 
A script will be developed by FSD and provided to our staff and contractors to facilitate phone calls. The script will 
include the specific question whether the parent would like to continue with the plan as ordered or is amenable to a 
different schedule based on COVID. 
 
Parents will be given the options of how parent-child contact could occur (e.g. in person, telephonically, Skype, etc…), 
including the amount of contact that is to be part of the plan.   
 
Detailed, regular virtual/remote plans will be developed and documented, and facilitators will follow-up via electronic 
communication with the parents regarding the written plan for remote contact.  These electronic communications will 
include the instructions to parents that they should speak to their attorneys about these options, and a final, agreed-to 
plan will be in writing and distributed to all parties. 
 
These plans will be developed to cover the period in which Vermont is in a state of emergency.  Currently that is for the 
time period of 3/19/20 until 4/15/20.   
 
Facilitators will share general guidance from the Health Department regarding COVID as needed on these calls, and 
facilitators will encourage remote/virtual contact plans during these calls.   
 
In cases of disagreement with virtual/remote contact: 
 
If the parent disagrees with the plan for virtual/remote contact, facilitators will ask the two screening questions (see 
below) of all individuals directly involved in the parent-child contact (parent, caregiver, child).   
 

1.     Have you been in close contact with a person who has COVID-19? 
2.     Have you felt unwell with respiratory symptoms in the last few days? Cough, high temperature, 

shortness of breath, difficulty breathing? 
 
If any of these individuals answer yes to the 2 screening questions, the plan for virtual/remote contact will immediately 
proceed, and the FSW will request of the State’s Attorney that an emergency motion to suspend in-person parent-child 
contact be filed. 
 
Facilitators will also ask if any of the individuals directly involved in the parent-child contact (parent, child, or caregiver) 
or if any individuals in those persons’ households feel they are a member of the population that is considered to be high-
risk of serious health issues were they to contract COVID-19, and the parent disagrees with remote contact, Dr. James 
Metz will be consulted to verify this individual is in the high risk category.  If the individual is verified as in the high-risk 
category, this statement by Dr. Metz will be included in the emergency motion to the court regarding the disagreement.  
DCF will immediately implement remote contact until the matter can be reviewed by the court.  
 
Given the nature of the issue before the court (that some involved individuals may have or may be exposed to COVID-
19), these hearings will allow for remote participation. 
 
Conditions under which in-person contact will occur: 
 
If, after review by the court, DCF is ordered to provide in-person parent-child contact, DCF will provide parent-child 
contact as guided by our Family Time Policy and grid.  Please remember that staff are encouraged to involve kin, natural 
supports and foster parents in supporting family time per the guidance in the grid to the extent possible.   
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If an emergency motion for parent child contact is reviewed by the court, and in-person contact is ordered, staff 
involved in supporting the contact, parents, children and foster parents will be asked the two screening questions below 
prior to all parent-child contact: 

  
1.     Have you been in close contact with a person who has COVID-19? 
2.       Have you felt unwell with respiratory symptoms in the last few days? Cough, high temperature, 

shortness of breath, difficulty breathing? 
 
If there is a new “yes” repeat the steps above.  Significant care must be taken to ensure individuals in the high-risk 
category are not involved in situations where in-person parent-child contact is occurring.  If such a situation is court 
ordered and districts are feeling stuck regarding how to address this issue consultation with operations is required.   
 
If the following conditions exist: 
 

• none of the individuals directly involved in parent-child contact (parent, child, or caregiver) have been in close 
contact with a person with COVID-19,  

• none of the involved persons have felt unwell with respiratory symptoms in the past few days,  

• none of the individuals directly involved in the parent-child contact (parent, child, or caregiver) or any 
individuals in those persons’ households feel they are a member of the population that is considered to be high-
risk of serious health issues were they to contract COVID-19  

• and the parents disagrees with remote contact 
 

Then DCF will provide parent-child contact as guided by our Family Time Policy and grid.  Please remember that staff are 
encouraged to involve kin, natural supports and foster parents in supporting family time per the guidance in the grid to 
the extent possible.   
  
Priority #2 Return home cases in which reunification can safely occur: 
 
All custody cases where the Family Services Supervisor has assessed that we are on-track to reunify within the next 3 
months will be immediately reunified if it is safe to do so.  Supervisors will bear in mind all community supports would 
likely be remote in making this determination.  If in-person services are necessary for child safety, we will not reunify 
until it is safe to do so. If any party, including the juvenile through counsel, objects to immediate reunification in these 
cases, immediate reunification will not occur. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 



From: La Botte, Shelly
Cc: Tanaka, Gregory; La Botte, Shelly; Truong-Nguyen, Donna; Hayes, Michael (ACF); Chung, Sharon
Subject: Access to Visitation Grant Program Services in the Midst of the Coronavirus (COVID-19)
Date: Thursday, March 19, 2020 3:55:17 PM

Hello Grant Recipient Courts and Subcontractors:  

We have received numerous requests regarding the above. In particular, as it relates to AV
funded supervised visitation and exchange services for families and parents. Please note that
for those that are providing parent education services, the below is applicable as well. 

We are sending this email to let you know that many providers are in similar situations across the
state and have temporarily suspended services. Because every local jurisdiction and court response
to COVID-19 varies, we are unable to provide specific guidance or advice for every situation.
Accordingly, each agency needs to make their own decision on the provision of services pursuant to
their own local city and county directives as well as the state and CDC guidelines or orders on COVID-
19. 

Regarding supervised visitation and exchange services, providers should be reminded of their ability
to temporarily suspend or terminate supervised visitation under Standard 5.20 (below) and Family
Code section 3200.5, if a safe visit for the child and noncustodial parent cannot reasonably be
provided. If your court is still allowing emergency custody and visitation orders to be filed and
reviewed, parties can be directed to request a modification of the current orders for supervised
visitation and if self represented, seek help that may still be available from your local court Self Help
Center.
 
Under Standard 5.20 providers may suspend or terminate as follows:

(p) Temporary suspension or termination of supervised visitation

(1)  All providers must make every reasonable effort to provide a safe visit for the child and the
noncustodial party.

(2)  However, if a provider determines that the rules of the visit have been violated, the child has
become acutely distressed, or the safety of the child or the provider is at risk, the visit may be
temporarily interrupted, rescheduled at a later date, or terminated.

(3)  All interruptions or terminations of visits must be recorded in the case file.

(4)  All providers must advise both parties of the reasons for interruption of a visit or termination.

In addition, under Standard 5.20 (terms and conditions and safety and security procedures)
providers must monitor conditions of the visit to assure the safety and welfare of the child;
as well as all providers must make every reasonable effort to assure the safety and welfare
of the child and adults during the visit.  

 
Please let us know if you have any other questions and be well!
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From: sturges, sharon
To: Hayes, Michael (ACF)
Subject: FW: AV List Serv message - Modifications to AV grant services
Date: Thursday, March 19, 2020 3:12:46 PM
Attachments: April_Features - ADR (002) -SAS edits.pdf

March_Features-ADR.pdf
Feb_Features-ADR.pdf

Hello you!  Hope you are hunkered down and staying healthy.  Thank you for your heartwarming message, it’s connection, connectivity, and creativity right now! 
 
I attach our little pamphlet and of course, AV contract mediators have gone online using remote service delivery through Zoom, Webex, Skype, GTM, and yes, the telephone.  Legaler
https://protect2.fireeye.com/url?k=48aa6d0b-14ff64db-48aa5c34-0cc47a6a52de-5e6d71bb04e6840f&u=https://legaler.com/ has offered free subscriptions for a year for small firms and
it’s a fully encrypted tool with unlimited minutes for teleconferencing. 
 
On another note, I attach a three part article my buddy and I wrote, timely. 
 
Here is the link to the current AV brochure, horribly out of date:
https://www.courts.state.co.us/userfiles/file/Administration/Planning_and_Analysis/Court%20Programs/ODR/Brochures/Access%20%20Visitation%20Mediation%20Brochure%202_1_17.pdf
 
And of course, there is the pilot we ran and link to the evaluation (I sent the file to you in annual report):
 
https://protect2.fireeye.com/url?k=1c4b6707-401e6ed7-1c4b5638-0cc47a6a52de-ae1f6423e72f05b7&u=https://centerforpolicyresearch.org/publications/colorado-technology-and-
parenting-time-services-evaluation/technology-and-av-final-report/
 

Be well my friend,
 
Sharon Sturges
Director, Office of Dispute Resolution
Colorado State Court Administrator’s Office
1300 Broadway, Suite 1200
Denver, CO 80203
(720) 625-5955
 

From: Hayes, Michael (ACF) <Michael.Hayes@acf.hhs.gov> 
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 7:31 AM
To: Bob Maddox <bob.maddox@alacourt.gov>; jsato@akcourts.us; Jennifer Taylor <Jennifer.Taylor@arcourts.gov>; Stephanie H. Smith <Stephanie.Smith@arcourts.gov>; Julie Whitley
<jwhitley@azdes.gov>; La Botte, Shelly <shelly.labotte@jud.ca.gov> <shelly.labotte@jud.ca.gov>; sturges, sharon <sharon.sturges@judicial.state.co.us>; Judkins, Anthony J.
<Anthony.Judkins@ct.gov>; Charlap, Emily (OAG) <emily.charlap@dc.gov>; Mason, Diana (DHSS) <Diana.Mason@delaware.gov>; Hough, Erin <Erin.Hough@myflfamilies.com>; Miller,
Cierra <cierra.miller@dhs.ga.gov>; Elizabeth S. Cevallos <Elizabeth.Cevallos@guamcse.net>; Dayna.A.Miyasaki@courts.hawaii.gov; hcolema@dhs.state.ia.us; jlagerstrom@idcourts.net;
Irene.curran@illinois.gov; eric.durnil@dcs.in.gov; lori.jensen@ks.gov; Mary.Sparrow@Ky.gov; patricia.cason.dcfs@la.gov; melkonian@dor.state.ma.us;
arlette.thomasfletcher@maryland.gov; Joanna Davis <joanna.davis@courts.maine.gov>; hillikerm@courts.mi.gov; linda.koskela@state.mn.us; susan.k.neeley@dss.mo.gov;
lyndsy.irwin@mdhs.ms.gov; nelene.ledford@mdhs.ms.gov; abeattie@mt.gov; kristen.sigmon@dhhs.nc.gov; mrobinson@nd.gov; karen.swenson@nebraska.gov;
laura.bartlett@dhhs.nh.gov; kimberly.ward@njcourts.gov; Yeates, Ann-Marie (OTDA) <Ann-Marie.Yeates@otda.ny.gov>; susanne.dolin@otda.ny.gov; amy.rice@jfs.ohio.gov; Leslie.K.Owens
(Leslie.K.Owens@jfs.ohio.gov) <Leslie.K.Owens@jfs.ohio.gov>; Davenport, Bettite <Bettite.Davenport@okdhs.org>; dawn.marquardt@doj.state.or.us; Schintz, Kathleen <kschintz@pa.gov>;
sragosta@courts.ri.gov; lcaraballo@asume.pr.gov; stephen.yarborough@dss.sc.gov; cora.olson@state.sd.us; krista.gray@tn.gov; leah.leone@oag.texas.gov; kathlerb@email.utcourts.gov;
Matthew.Gomez@dss.virginia.gov; kathryn.jensen-delugo@vi.gov; nancy.williams@vermont.gov; smithtx@dshs.wa.gov; Phyllis.fuller@wisconsin.gov; pepper.arrowood@courtswv.gov;
denise.dunn@wyo.gov
Cc: Hayes, Michael (ACF) <Michael.Hayes@acf.hhs.gov>; Henderson, Sharon (ACF) <Sharon.Henderson@acf.hhs.gov>
Subject: AV List Serv message - Modifications to AV grant services
 
HI AV Coordinators,
I sent the below message out via listserv, but it might have gotten caught in your spam filter, so wanted to send directly via email as well.
 
Hello AV Grant Coordinators -
First off, I hope you and those dear to you are okay.  I imagine many of you are teleworking and others may be limiting office time.  The physical, social, and emotional disruptions are undoubtedly taking
their toll and I hope you have some self-care practice that provides some relief.
 
I've heard from several of you with questions and concerns about AV grant service disruption and I encourage any and all of you who have specific questions to reach out to me directly via email or
phone.  While we don't yet have official guidance on grant flexibility and/or extensions - there's a flurry of activity within ACF to develop that and disseminate it as soon as possible. 
 
Several of your states already deliver AV services using technology - phone, video-conference, web-based... if you've got an approach that seems to still be working well during this world change, please
share it with me so I can pass it on to the entire group.  If your current delivery of AV services is based on in person attendance at classes, dispute resolution, mediation, etc.  Please reach out to discuss
options for bridging services for the next few months (at least).
 
Finally - if you'd just like a friendly ear or sounding board - feel free to call or text me - my mobile is 512-589-8033 (if I don't answer, please leave a message so I'll know you weren't a robocall offering me
lower rates on my health insurance!)  - or email me: michael.hayes@acf.hhs.gov
 
Warmly,
 
Michael
 
 
 
 
Michael Hayes
Division of Program Innovation
Office of Child Support Enforcement
Administration for Children and Families, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
330 C St. SW, Washington, DC 20201
Michael.hayes@acf.hhs.gov
Mobile: 512-589-8033
 
 
 

mailto:sharon.sturges@judicial.state.co.us
mailto:Michael.Hayes@acf.hhs.gov
https://protect2.fireeye.com/url?k=7b0fa392-275aaa42-7b0f92ad-0cc47a6a52de-748f5d93288bd5f5&u=https://legaler.com/
https://www.courts.state.co.us/userfiles/file/Administration/Planning_and_Analysis/Court%20Programs/ODR/Brochures/Access%20%20Visitation%20Mediation%20Brochure%202_1_17.pdf
https://protect2.fireeye.com/url?k=0b338917-576680c7-0b33b828-0cc47a6a52de-eab0d6ef6b890f88&u=https://centerforpolicyresearch.org/publications/colorado-technology-and-parenting-time-services-evaluation/technology-and-av-final-report/
https://protect2.fireeye.com/url?k=0b338917-576680c7-0b33b828-0cc47a6a52de-eab0d6ef6b890f88&u=https://centerforpolicyresearch.org/publications/colorado-technology-and-parenting-time-services-evaluation/technology-and-av-final-report/
mailto:michael.hayes@acf.hhs.gov
mailto:Michael.hayes@acf.hhs.gov
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This three-part series takes a deep dive into the future of online dispute resolution 
in Colorado. Part 3 considers ethical issues surrounding the use of ODR.


P
art 1 of this article discussed videoconference 


mediation, a form of online dispute resolution 


(ODR). Part 2 considered artificial intelligence 


(AI)-assisted ODR. This Part 3 expands on the 


ethical issues touched on in Parts 1 and 2.


Ethical questions involving videoconference medi-


ation and AI-assisted ODR tools have both strictly legal 


and, more broadly, societal dimensions. An analysis of 


the issues begins with the Colorado Rules of Professional 


Conduct (Colo. RPC or the Rules).1 But the Rules must 


be viewed in the context of broader societal issues posed 


by these new technologies.


The Technology Context  
As computers begin to act more like humans (or more 


profoundly, in ways humans might not even recognize as 


“human”), some thorny ethical challenges immediately 


become apparent. Enthusiasm for new software tools 


must be tempered with critical thought about how to 


use these tools fairly and appropriately. The tools might 


have features that get in the way of their equitable use by 


negatively impacting privacy, fair use, and constitutional 


protections. For example, if your Amazon Echo is “always 


listening,” who else can access your data? Given that your 


Nest thermostat allows remote adjustment via its app, 


will users be required to connect their thermostats to 


the utility company so it can remotely adjust the settings 


on its own? And if your refrigerator can monitor how 


many beers you consume each day, will it also be able to 


call you doctor to report your over-consumption? These 


concerns involving the appliances and applications 


we use every day are similarly implicated in the use 


of ODR tools. 


For Brad Smith, the president and chief legal officer 


of Microsoft, the societal question posed by “intelligent” 


machines is it’s “not just what computers can do, but 


also what they should do.”2 (Emphasis added.) He further 


cautions: “We not only need a technology vision for AI, 


we need an ethical vision for AI.”3 Further, such ethical 


issues should not be the focus of only “‘engineers and 


tech companies’. . . because growing numbers of people 


and organizations are creating their own AI systems 


using the technological ‘building blocks’ that companies, 


like Microsoft, produce.”4 Thus, the use of AI-assisted 


tools in the law ought to begin with these fundamental 


ethical questions, which have profound implications for 


attorneys, policymakers, and the public. 


As attorneys, we are uniquely positioned to advocate 


for building ethical limits into the source coding of 


AI-informed platforms. We can also advocate for using 


AI-assisted tools only when they out-perform functions 


that lawyers and legal systems already fulfill. We should 


not succumb to the notion that AI is necessarily “better” 


simply because it is new. When issues concerning legal 


rights are implicated, legal institutions should proceed 


prudently, despite the push to bring technological tools 


to the practice of law and court system as soon as they 


become available.


The Ethical Issues  
The following broad issues face legal professionals and 


alternative dispute resolution (ADR) participants when 


using videoconference mediation and AI-assisted ODR:


Confidentiality, Privacy, and Safety
 ■ How secure is the ODR platform?


 ■ How secure is the medium, including both end-


to-end and en route encryption?


 ■ Can confidentiality of the result be maintained 


as it is in conventional ADR?


 ■ When the mediator separates the parties into 


digital “rooms,” how sure can all participants be 


that the room is truly sequestered from the other 


parties? Are the attorneys sufficiently trained on 


the software to ensure clients full confidentiality 


in separate rooms?


Reliability
 ■ Is the digital platform on which the tool is run (the 


internet service provider or broadband vendor) 
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sufficient to provide stable, understand-


able, reliable transmission and reception 


without undue interruption?


 ■ Is the broadband bandwidth sufficient? 


If you recommend an ODR tool to your 


clients, what duties do you have to ensure 


clients have the necessary bandwidth, 


stability, and speed to handle the trans-


mission without disruption? Does your 


office have sufficient bandwidth?


Competency
 ■ How tech-savvy is your client? How 


tech-savvy are you?


 ■ If your clients engage in AI-assisted ODR 


without your involvement but with your 


knowledge (or maybe following your 


recommendation), are you confident they 


can competently do so? What duties might 


you have undertaken to assist clients by 


recommending or knowing about their 


use of ODR, or your partial assistance in 


drafting documents for their case sub-


mission? Does your engagement letter 


on these matters cover these questions 


sufficiently? 


 ■ Have you taken the time to understand 


the tool your client intends to use and 


discussed its potential risks and benefits? 


Did you document your advice on the 


point? Should you offer to participate 


with the client?


 ■ If you represent a corporate defendant or 


other party who is brought into an ODR 


process, will you be sufficiently up to speed 


on the tool to competently defend them?


Fairness
 ■ What is your obligation to ensure your 


client will be treated fairly in using the 


tool chosen?


 ■ What steps should you take to educate your 


client on how best to present the claim 


or dispute to maximize the likelihood of 


a fair resolution?


 ■ Even if they decline your offer of full 


representation in the ODR process, should 


you offer to assist clients with completing 


forms or preparing documents?


 ■ Is the result binding, or are there bail-out 


points to go before a mediator or cease 


the ODR process altogether?


The Relevant Standards
Existing ethical standards for dispute resolution 


professionals specifically inform the approach to 


engaging in ODR. For attorney and non-attorney 


mediators, the American Bar Association’s (ABA) 


Model Standards of Conduct for Mediators,5 


ABA Standards for Family Mediators,6 and 


Colorado Model Standards of Conduct for 


Mediators7 are all important to review before 


entering online territory. 


There are specific standards for ODR as well. 


The International Council for Online Dispute 


Resolution (ICODR) has established standards 


of practice for ODR programs and practitioners.8 


Though they are broad and not directed at 


practical guidance, the ICODR standards offer 


a workable baseline for best ODR practices and 


suggest that ODR programs be 


 ■ Accessible: ODR must be easy for parties 


to find and participate in and not limit 


their right to representation. ODR should 


be available through both mobile and 


desktop channels, minimize costs to 


participants, and be easily accessed by 


people with different physical ability levels.


 ■ Accountable: ODR systems must be con-


tinuously accountable to the institutions, 


legal frameworks, and communities that 


they serve.


 ■ Competent: ODR providers must have the 


relevant expertise in dispute resolution, 


legal, technical execution, language, and 


culture required to deliver competent, 


effective services in their target areas. 


ODR services must be timely and use 


participant time efficiently.


 ■ Confidential: ODR must maintain the 


confidentiality of party communications 


in line with policies that must be made 


public around a) who will see what data, 


and b) how that data can be used.


 ■ Equal: ODR must treat all participants with 


respect and dignity. ODR should enable 


often silenced or marginalized voices to 


be heard, and ensure that offline privileges 


and disadvantages are not replicated in 


the ODR process.


 


 


 


 


 


■ Fair/Impartial/Neutral: ODR must treat


all parties equally and in line with due 
process, without bias or benefits for or 
against individuals, groups, or entities. 
Conflicts of interest of providers, partici- 
pants, and system administrators must be 
disclosed in advance of commencement 
of ODR services.


■ Legal: ODR must abide by and uphold the


  laws in all relevant jurisdictions.


■ Secure: ODR providers must ensure


that data collected and communications 
between those engaged in ODR is not 
shared with any unauthorized parties. 
Users must be informed of any breaches 
in a timely manner.


■ Transparent: ODR providers must ex-


plicitly disclose in advance a) the form 
and enforceability of dispute resolution 
processes and outcomes, and b) the 
risks and benefits of participation. Data 
in ODR must be gathered, managed, 
and presented in ways to ensure it is not 
misrepresented or used out of context.


Relevant Professional Conduct Rules
Several Colo. RPC are particularly relevant for 
attorneys engaging in ODR. Though these rules 
apply generally to attorney representation, they 
should be given a fresh look for nuances in their 
application to ODR. Eventually, the Rules will 
likely be amended to specifically address ODR 
tools and AI in general.


Rule 1.1
Colo. RPC 1.1 states, “A lawyer shall provide 
competent representation to a client. Competent 
representation requires the legal knowledge, 
skill, thoroughness and preparation reasonably 
necessary for the representation.”


  For  practitioners  involved  in  a  video- 
conference mediation or AI-assisted ODR 
proceeding, does this rule require both legal 
and technological competence? Based on the 
rule’s comments and its counterparts such as 
the ABA Model Rules,9 the answer is yes. It is no 
longer sufficient to simply be up-to-date on the 
law; technological acumen is now every bit as 
important. Therefore, if you are not comfortable 
with the intricacies of online tech tools, get
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“
It is no longer 


sufficient to 
simply be up-to-
date on the law; 


technological 
acumen is 


now every bit 
as important. 
Therefore, if 
you are not 


comfortable with 
the intricacies of 
online tech tools, 


get training. 


”


training. If you lack technological competence, 


you risk misadvising your clients and setting 


them up for failure.


Rule 1.2 
Colo. RPC 1.2 governs the scope of represen-


tation. Subsection (c) provides that “[a] lawyer 


may limit the scope or objectives, or both, of the 


representation if the limitation is reasonable 


under the circumstances and the client gives 


informed consent. A lawyer may provide limited 


representation to pro se parties as permitted 


by C.R.C.P. 11(b) and C.R.C.P. 311(b).” 


ODR is a great tool to help clients resolve 


issues that attorneys are otherwise not available 


to resolve due to factors such as the cost of 


representation and geographical limitations. 


Advice on the use of those tools can add value 


for both attorneys and clients. Thus, reticence to 


recommend ODR tools or advise clients on their 


use might be counterproductive and contrary 


to Rule 2.1, as discussed below.


The precise scope of legal representation 


must be explicitly stated for the attorney’s and 


the client’s benefit. So review your engagement 


agreement—does it cover your duties in limited 


or unbundled representation, such as you might 


offer in the ODR realm? It is good practice to 


clearly delineate any limitations in the scope of 


representation and consider adopting a specific 


engagement letter for use in limited-scope 


representation matters. 


If you choose to render advice about how the 


client might use ODR independent from your 


legal representation, it is similarly advisable 


to delineate the services you will and will not 


perform. For example, in the ODR area, an 


engagement agreement should state that the 


attorney will assist with preparing supporting 


arguments or completing the initial online 


process screens, but will not manage the process 


in any ODR or similar applications the client 


might choose to use. Clear communication 


and documentation on this point are essential. 


As the pro se use of these tools becomes more 


common, clients may become involved in ODR 


systems without an attorney’s knowledge. A 


brief discussion in client communications of 


that possibility and its implications for repre-


sentation will avoid later misunderstandings.


Rule 1.6
Colo. RPC 1.6, governing confidentiality, should 


also be consulted for videoconference mediation 


and AI-assisted ODR. Attorneys and mediators 


have an obligation to keep client communica-


tions and confidential documents confidential. 


This includes proprietary information and of 


course your own advice. It is crucial to ensure 


that clients understand which documents 


should, and should not, be uploaded or used 


in the ODR process. 


Attorneys should set limits with clients, 


reinforce them, and document the client’s 


informed understanding and consent on how 


the client can and should use documents and 


information in the ODR process. Discuss with 


your client that videoconference mediation 


should be considered every bit as private as an 


in-person session. Thus, they shouldn’t log in 


while sitting in a Starbucks or allow nonparties 


to be present when they are “in session.” The 


same applies to counsel; make sure you and your 


client are logging in on a secure connection, 


in a private setting, whether you are logging in 


together from your office, or separately from 


different locations. Whenever possible, the 


best practice for videoconference mediations 


is to appear together from the same location, 


either in your office or the client’s office, to 


maintain client control and easily have offline 


discussions.


It is most important to determine whether 


the ODR tool a client intends to use can maintain 


confidentiality. Some questions to consider in 


this regard include:


 ■ Are negotiated resolutions confidential? Is 


the ODR tool less secure if it is hosted by 


a private company who retains ownership 


of the data?


 ■ What data does the system retain after 


resolution?


 ■ Does the ODR system aggregate data 


from proceedings and retain it for its 


own use or sale? 


 ■ How does the system remove identifiable 


information?  


Rule 2.1
Colo. RPC 2.1 covers attorney duties as a client’s 


counselor. It provides that a lawyer advising 


a client during or before litigation must also 


“advise the client of alternative forms of dispute 


resolution that might reasonably be pursued to 


attempt to resolve the legal dispute or to reach 


the legal objective sought.” (Emphasis added.) 


That implies a duty to become informed about, 


and to advise clients on, the availability and 


use of all ODR platforms. Thus, the failure to 


reasonably advise clients about ODR tools 


could raise issues under Rule 2.1. 


Ethical Issues Involving 
Attorney Neutrals  
ODR tools may involve neutrals at some point 


in the process. For example, some AI-assisted 


ODR tools allow for contracts with neutrals 
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who can enter disputes that are underway in 


the system. How this is accomplished may raise 


ethical questions for mediators. Mediators who 


offer videoconference mediation face similar 


ethical issues. 


In addition to an attorney-mediator’s need 


to comply with all Colo. RPC applicable to attor-


neys in general, Rule 2.4 pertains to an attorney’s 


work as a neutral. Thus, attorney-neutrals must 


clearly define the scope of their function in 


these new venues and scrutinize contracts 


with ODR providers to be sure the contracts 


are consistent with their ethical duties under 


the Rules.


Contracts for services as an attorney-neutral 


should spell out that the attorney is acting as a 


neutral and is not affiliated with the operation 


or management of the ODR platform other than 


through the contractual arrangement to act 


as a neutral. And if a private mediation entity 


deploys its own version of an ODR platform, 


the financial arrangement by which the neutral 


receives remuneration from the vendor should 


be disclosed in the agreement to mediate. 


Finally, as in any dispute resolution matter, 


attorney-neutrals must clearly communicate 


that they do not and cannot provide legal advice 


to either party, even if the ODR tool provides 


data regarding average settlement amounts 


for a given case. 


Ethical Issues Involving All Neutrals
The Colorado Dispute Resolution Act, CRS §§ 
13-22-301 et seq. (CDRA), applies to any matter 


with venue in Colorado. Thus, any neutral who 


signs up to mediate disputes through any ODR 


tool should apply the same general approach 


they use in a face-to-face mediation to the online 


services they provide. For instance, neutrals 


should ensure that parties to ODR who take an 


off-ramp to conference with them understand 


that the neutral is not going to decide their 


dispute. And depending on the ODR platform 


used, the neutral may have an obligation to 


explain the ODR platform’s process and answer 


questions about how it works.


A neutral must also screen for potential 


conflicts and necessary disclosures. Before 


agreeing to serve, the neutral should ask the 


vendor about how the ODR platform ensures 


confidentiality of the process, documents, 


communication, and outcome. 


In addition to these steps, a Colorado neutral 


who contracts with an interstate or international 


ODR platform may want to research the partic-


ipants’ home state rules and statutes involving 


neutrals to determine if any agreement would 


be enforceable.


In Colorado, CRS § 13-22-307 governs neu-


trals and the confidentiality of the process they 


play any part in. It provides that:


(1) Dispute resolution meetings may be 


closed at the discretion of the mediator.


(2) Any party or the mediator or mediation 


organization in a mediation service pro-


ceeding or a dispute resolution proceeding 


shall not voluntarily disclose or through 


discovery or compulsory process be required 


to disclose any information concerning 


any mediation communication or any 


communication provided in confidence 


to the mediator or a mediation organization, 


unless and to the extent that:


(a) All parties to the dispute resolution 


proceeding and the mediator consent 


in writing; or


(b) The mediation communication re-


veals the intent to commit a felony, inflict 


bodily harm, or threaten the safety of a 


child under the age of eighteen years; or


(c) The mediation communication is 


required by statute to be made public; or


(d) Disclosure of the mediation com-


munication is necessary and relevant 


to an action alleging willful or wanton 


misconduct of the mediator or mediation 


organization.


(3) Any mediation communication that is 


disclosed in violation of this section shall 


not be admitted into evidence in any judicial 


or administrative proceeding.


(4) Nothing in this section shall prevent the 


discovery or admissibility of any evidence 


that is otherwise discoverable, merely be-


cause the evidence was presented in the 


course of a mediation service proceeding 


or dispute resolution proceeding.


(5)  Nothing in this section shall prevent 


the gathering of information for research or 


educational purposes, or for the purpose of 


evaluating or monitoring the performance 


of a mediator, mediation organization, 


mediation service, or dispute resolution 


program, so long as the parties or the specific 


circumstances of the parties’ controversy 


are not identified or identifiable.


These confidentiality requirements raise 


some tricky ethical questions, including: 


 ■ If the mediation is conducted online and 


asymmetrically, how can a mediator guar-


antee full confidentiality of the process? 


 ■ How can a mediator ensure a party is 


alone and not accompanied by a friend, 


spouse, lawyer, or other person? 


 ■ How can the mediator make ceratin that 


no party records the session? The medi-


ator could explain to the parties that the 


process needs to be treated as confidential 


throughout, despite the online format. 


Again, this should be addressed in the 


agreement to mediate. 


 ■ How does the ODR platform document 


any settlement reached? CRS § 13-22-308 
specifies that upon request of the parties 


any settlement reached must be “reduced 


to writing and approved by the parties,” 


and if approved by the court, it will be 


“enforceable as an order of the court.” 


Does the ODR platform “reduce to writing” 


any settlement reached? Is an electronic 


document sufficient to constitute a “writ-


ing,” and is an “e-signature” sufficient to 


constitute a “signed” document? While 


most commentators on the topic would 


likely opine that electronic documents 


and e-signatures suffice for a “writing,” 


CDRA does not define the term “reduced 


to writing,” and there are no reported cases 


on the subject in connection with ODR.


These questions illustrate the need for pro-


fessional conduct rules to catch up to emerging 


legal technology. 


Ethical Issues Confronting Courts
The Colorado Judicial Branch’s mission is to 


provide a “fair and impartial system of justice,” 


which, among other things,


 ■ protects constitutional and statutory 


rights and liberties;


 ■ assures equal access;
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9. ABA Model Rule 1.1 cmt. 8 specifies that lawyers must know and understand “the benefits 
and risks associated with relevant technology.”  New York Rule of Professional Conduct 1.1 cmt. 
8 states: “To maintain the requisite knowledge and skill, a lawyer should . . . keep abreast of the 
benefits and risks associated with technology the lawyer uses to provide services to clients or to 
store or transmit confidential information.” 
10. https://www.courts.state.co.us/mission.cfm.
11. In most civil cases, one or both parties are not represented by counsel, and the majority of civil 
cases are resolved without a contested hearing; based on calendar year data available from the 
Colorado Judicial Branch for 2012–18, excluding domestic relations cases, less than 1% of all civil 
cases in district and county courts result in a contested trial.
12. See Sela, “e-Nudging Justice: The Role of Digital Choice Architecture in Online Courts,” J. of 
Dispute Resolution vol. 2019, no. 2 at 127. For an explanation of “slow” and “fast” thinking, see 
Kahneman, Thinking, Fast and Slow (Farrar, Straus and Giroux Apr. 2, 2013). 
13. See, e.g., ABA, Model Standards of Conduct for Mediators, supra note 5, Preamble (“These 
Standards are designed to serve as fundamental ethical guidelines for persons mediating in 
all practice contexts. They serve three primary goals: to guide the conduct of mediators; to 
inform the mediating parties; and to promote public confidence in mediation as a process 
for resolving disputes.”). There are also National Standards for Court-Connected Mediation 
Programs that are voluntary but provide another lens through which courts can view the ethical 
issues inherent in providing online tools for court customers,  https://s3.amazonaws.com/
aboutrsi/59a73d992959b07fda0d6060/NationalStandardsADR.pdf.
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Sturges and do not necessarily reflect the official position of the Office of Dispute Resolution or 
the Colorado Judicial Department.
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 ■ provides fair, timely, and constructive 


resolution of cases; and


 ■ enhances public safety.10


The use of ODR in the courts arose out of 


the need to resolve high volume, low value 


cases using a proportionate dispute resolution 


mechanism. When considering the use of ODR 


in other types of cases, courts must balance 


the need maintain a system that provides due 


process with the provision of dispute resolution 


tools that allow parties self-determination 


and efficiency in resolving their disputes.11 To 


promote a robust online democratic process, 


courts and private providers must consider 


developing choice architectures that optimize a 


litigant’s fast understanding of legal rights and 


options, yet a process that then slows to allow 


thoughtful decision-making.12


Courts should establish an ethical framework 


before adopting ODR wholesale that incor-


porates the underlying purposes of mediator 


standards, which are to guide conduct, inform 


parties, and promote public confidence and 


transparency in a process for resolving disputes.13 


Ideally, online tools will provide the public with 


a general understanding of the type of legal 


dispute they may be facing; provide referrals to 


legal clinics, attorney resources, and resources 


such as court rules and statutes; and offer a 


platform for party-to-party communication 


(with or without a third-party neutral) to allow 


productive settlement discussions. Further, if 


settlement negotiations are successful, ODR 


systems must allow parties to e-file agreements 


to judicial officers for review and adoption in 


an enforceable order. All this must be done in 


a transparent, yet confidential, online setting 


in which data is protected and online security 


standards are met. 


Conclusion
This three-part article took a close look at 


ODR and the broad implications for its use in 


Colorado. In many ways, AI-assisted and other 


ODR tools are merely the newest mechanisms 


for resolving existing legal problems. Typewriters 


led to the abandonment of the quill pen, and 


the advent of word processing, fax machines, 


email, laptops, tablets, and electronic document 


transmission revolutionized the practice of law. 


We’ve adapted to these new technologies and 


will adapt to videoconference mediations and 


AI-assisted ODR in our practices. But like the 


other tools we now find indispensable, these 


new tools carry both promises and pitfalls. 


As legal professionals, we have a duty to 


the communities we serve to advocate for the 


safe, prudent, and well-governed development 


and deployment of ODR tools. With careful 


design and management, ODR can effectively 


contribute to the preservation of individual 


rights and civil justice.  
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This three-part series takes a deep dive into the future of online 
dispute resolution in Colorado. Part 2 discusses ODR applications that use 


artificial intelligence to facilitate quick resolution of conflicts.


P
art 1 of this article discussed video-


conference-based mediation, a form 


of online dispute resolution (ODR). 


The next jump in sophistication when 


using ODR is artificial intelligence (AI)-assisted 


ODR, which is the focus of this Part 2. 


Why Use AI-Assisted ODR?
For conventional mediations, web-based 


videoconferencing is an excellent solution to 


the logistical challenges of trying to assemble 


all participants in one physical location. But 


conventional and videoconference mediation 


aren’t appropriate for all types of disputes. For 


example, the amount at stake may be insufficient 


to justify the cost of a human mediator, even the 


lower cost of a human mediator who appears 


via videoconference. Pro se litigants, who 


commonly appear in small claims, county court, 


and family law matters, might be reluctant to 


proceed without counsel at a mediation, and 


thus not see a conventional mediation as an 


option. And scheduling a mediation presents 


the same challenges, whether it occurs in brick 


and mortar or virtual conference rooms. 


AI-assisted ODR offers an efficient, us-


er-friendly dispute resolution solution for 


such litigants. It offers benefits such as time 


asymmetry, which allows parties to log in any 


time they are available, post their position or 


request, and get a response from any other 


party or the mediator at their convenience.


The tools discussed here are currently used 


extensively in Canada, and elsewhere, including 


in some U.S. state court systems. They are 


coming to Colorado too. The Colorado courts 


statewide Office of Dispute Resolution recently 


obtained a Pew Charitable Trust grant to develop 


a package of ODR applications that will include 


AI-assisted ODR. These applications will be 


designed for use in smaller damages disputes 


(county court and small claims money judgment 


matters) and domestic dockets throughout the 


state. Thus, if you represent commercial or 


family law clients, you will likely find yourself 


handling a dispute funneled into one of these 


tools. And the use of these tools will likely be 


expanded to other types of disputes within a 


few years. 


“Smart” Systems Guide Litigants
Several centralized, court-sponsored ODR ap-


plications are already in commercial and public 


use or will be onboarded in the near future. Some 


of the more powerful ODR tools use “artificial 


narrow intelligence” features, which have user 


interfaces that apply algorithmic progressions 


for “smart” question-and-answer dialogue. Like 


TurboTax® and other software packages, these 


AI-assisted tools provide easy and secure web 


login and ask users detailed questions about 


their dispute, collecting data points about the 


case along the way. The “smart” part of the tool 


then uses this data to steer participants toward 


appropriate procedural tools, display pop-up 


information guides, and offer forms such as 


demand letters, response letters, and court 


documents. The tools even guide negotiations. 


When the negotiation results in a resolution, 


the tools assist the litigants in completing the 


necessary settlement agreements and court 


dismissal paperwork.


These ODR tools are already in use in British 


Columbia courts for both domestic and small-


er-dollar civil disputes, as discussed below. 


Several jurisdictions in Australia use these tools 


extensively with domestic dockets and traffic 


matters. The tools are commonly designed 


for pro se litigants, to improve their access to 


civil justice. But when a pro se litigant sues a 


party represented by counsel, the represented 


defendant can involve his or her counsel in the 


online tool as they would in court.


The more powerful AI-assisted ODR tools use 


algorithmic data mining of all disputes in their 


system, completely anonymously. They gather 


data on offer and demand progressions, case 


settlement ranges, and court judgment ranges 


in all of the disputes that use the tool, based on 


the facts input by the users. They “learn” from 


this data to determine how typical disputes 


with similar fact patterns are being resolved. 


The tools solicit input from each user on 


the range of amounts they are willing to pay 


or accept to resolve a dispute. The parties can 


change these numbers as the case progresses. 


The tools offer users pop-up suggestion boxes in 


real time, based on learned data on how other 


cases have been resolved, telling users whether 
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their numbers are consistent with resolutions 


of similar disputes. A “real world” version of 


similar AI-assisted software is AI-assisted da-


ta-aggregating and algorithmic systems, such as 


online car buying services. Many of these tools 


gather detailed information from the user about 


make, model, options, color, mileage, etc., then 


state what consumers in a given area code are 


paying for similar cars. 


AI-assisted tools rely on user input through-


out to steer the online process, first through 


negotiation and later through mediation with a 


human mediator, if the parties request it. They 


use familiar alternative dispute resolution (ADR) 


techniques by pointing litigants to information 


clouds educating them on the legal elements 


of their claim, or document-generation tools 


to assist them in crafting a demand letter, com-


plaint, or other document, all while retaining the 


ability to “go back” to the other tools whenever 


the user wants. They learn from each case, 


whether resolved or not, to gain deeper insight 


into case values, likely settlements, pinch points 


that derail litigants, or other issues the system 


encounters. The software developers (and court 


system end-users) can then use this information 


to update or modify the tool’s approach to keep 


it current, user-friendly, and efficient.


Some ODR tools can even generate an 


AI-derived suggested range, the tool’s algo-


rithmic calculation of a reasonable settlement 


amount, bond amount, traffic ticket fine, or 


property division, all without a human me-


diator’s intervention unless a user calls for it. 


The numbers suggested are, for now, merely 


algorithmically derived “median” numbers, 


and the systems clearly caution that they are 


intended as suggestions only. 


Navigating System Limitations 
Even the most sophisticated tools have their 


limitations. They cannot know whether a user 


is technologically proficient or legally astute. 


And AI cannot read or deliver emotional cues. 


AI-assisted ODR tools simply lack the emotional 


acuity professionally trained human mediators 


use all the time to understand and deal with 


human emotions and work through emotional 


responses. For example, try raising your voice 


or yelling at Amazon Echo when it delivers 


the wrong search result. It will neither recoil 


in horror nor ask, in a wounded tone, “why 


are you angry?” Instead, it might deliver its 


standard eerily calm response, “Hmm . . . not 


sure about that.”  


But that may change in the not-too-distant 


future. The folks who created Alexa, Siri, and “Hey 


Google” are currently spending billions of dollars 


to develop next-generation AI tools that will not 


only understand and relate to, but also display, 


a wide array of human emotions. These new 


features will inevitably find their way into ODR 


tools. (We’ll pause now to collectively shudder 


at the notion that friendly online assistants will 


soon display emotional acuity.) 


Another limitation of AI-assisted ODR tools 


is their tendency to deviate to the mean. These 


tools use data aggregation and algorithmic 


cues to develop “steps” in their processes. They 


simply aggregate data and spit out what they 


conclude is the most likely or most relevant 


result. AI systems cannot discern shades of gray 


in disputes, nor can they evaluate the fairest, 


best, or most sustainable solution for a specific 


dispute. This is in contrast to a human mediator, 


who can guide and shape a mediation using a 


variety of methods that work best for particular 


parties at each stage of a specific case. Many 


conventionally mediated cases hide the key to 


their resolution in the very shades of gray that 


current generation AI tools cannot see as clearly 


as trained human mediators.


Of course, even with these limitations, the 


tools can work effectively to guide parties to 


a resolution, moving volumes of cases to an 


effective conclusion without trial, especially 


those with discrete but ongoing family law issues, 


such as temporary changes in parenting time 


agreements. They also work well in cases that 


lend themselves to a “deviation to the mean” 


solution, such as smaller dollar commercial or 


consumer disputes. 


Off-Ramps
AI systems designers understand the limits of 


AI with respect to ODR tools and have built in 


flexibility to remedy the shortcomings mentioned 


above. They counterbalance the machine-based 


shortcomings with multiple “off-ramps” allowing 


litigants to access a human mediator, either 


online by videoconference or in person, at 


any point. 


Pop-up information guides are another off-


ramp innovation. Litigants who need assistance 


navigating a tool, or who have questions about 


how to present a claim, can click on pop-up 


buttons that open small information balloons 


explaining, for example, what the jurisdictional 


limits of the court are, how to structure a demand 


letter (including a link to a sample fillable 


demand letter), or other information needed 


to keep moving a dispute toward a resolution.


The off-ramps also allow litigants to leave 


the settlement mode altogether and present 


the dispute as an online claim, which will then 


be placed on the court docket and litigated (in 


some cases, while remaining within the online 


tool) by a court magistrate. If online litigation 


doesn’t appeal to the parties, either party may 


“
AI-assisted tools 


rely on user 
input throughout 


to steer the 
online process, 


first through 
negotiation and 


later through 
mediation with a 
human mediator, 


if the parties 
request it. 


”
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bail out of the online process altogether and go 


old-school to a brick-and-mortar courthouse 


with their dispute. A single party can elect 


this; agreement is not required. And even the 


tools with built-in decisional authority allow 


for conventional court appeal of any results. 


Unbundled Legal Assistance
AI-assisted ODR may help clients save thousands 


of dollars in litigation costs. Counseling against 


these tools may be counterproductive for both 


attorneys and clients.


The more practitioners understand AI-as-


sisted ODR, the better positioned we are to offer 


clients unbundled legal assistance with their 


disputes. Practitioners who add this knowledge 


to the range of legal services they offer may 


attract and keep more clients. Further, access 


to justice has become a critical and growing 


priority for Colorado courts, and attorneys 


are being called on to be part of the solution. 


Knowing how to use AI-assisted ODR, and 


how to help clients access and use these tools, 


is a way to help clients resolve their disputes 


efficiently and to streamline the practice of law 


by reserving litigation for cases that cannot be 


resolved otherwise.


Use the Right Tool for the Job
AI-assisted ODR is a powerful dispute resolution 


tool, but attorneys, judges, and other dispute 


resolution professionals must evaluate its 


propriety for use on a case-by-case basis. For 


example, as with conventional mediation, power 


imbalance issues may impact the decision to use 


these tools. And AI-based ODR tools don’t work 


well for parties who have technology limitations 


or who have difficulty clearly describing their 


dispute in terms that fit within the algorithm’s 


boxes. Finally, these tools aren’t yet suited for 


complex, high-stakes cases; cases requiring 


extensive discovery; or cases with complex 


legal issues, such as serious personal injury, 


professional negligence, complex, commercial, 


or multiparty litigation. And the tools likely 


would not work well for contested dissolution 


proceedings involving complicated property 


division, maintenance issues, or pension claims. 


The current generation of AI-assisted ODR 


tools do not pick up on nuance, and the con-


troversies mentioned above are drowning in 


nuance. They turn on the ability of the attorneys 


and decision makers to discriminate among 


very close shades of gray, which AI is unable to 


comprehend or act on. But where AI-assisted 


tools are appropriate, their use will enhance 


access to justice, facilitate dispute resolution 


for attorneys and clients, and free up significant 


amounts of court time for judges and court 


personnel to devote to disputes that only they 


can resolve.


The British Columbia Experience
As stated above, AI-assisted ODR solutions are 


in use right now in court systems in Canada and 


Australia.1 British Columbia’s Civil Resolution 


Tribunal (CRT) is a good example.2 


The CRT is used to resolve smaller, simple 


disputes, such as consumer money disputes, 


basic landlord-tenant disputes, and employment 


and pay disputes. It offers more than ADR; 


while it has negotiation and mediation portals, 


it also provides a decision portal for rulings on 


a dispute by human magistrates. 


British Columbia is a massive province with 


few large cities and many smaller towns, villages, 


and settlements scattered throughout. Many 


towns and villages are more than a full-day’s drive 


from each other. It used to be that a disputant 


in one of the more remote towns or settlements 


who, for example, made a purchase from a 


Victoria or Vancouver business was essentially 


left without a remedy if a dispute arose—it 


would be impractical, if not impossible, for the 


purchaser to spend days driving to court, filing 


the dispute, and then returning a few months 


later to try it. 


The power of AI-assisted ODR in such situ-


ations is clear. Disputants who face geographic 


or time obstacles, or those who cannot find 


or afford an attorney to handle their small-


er disputes, are now only a click away from 


“court.” They can log onto online systems with 


familiar-looking user interfaces, answer some 


questions, upload relevant scanned documents, 


and handle the process of negotiating, mediating, 


and resolving their disputes, on their own. A 


traffic ticket recipient can log on and navigate 


her way through negotiating a plea agreement 


and pay the fine online using a credit card, 


thus avoiding the loss of time spent in court 


waiting for a turn in front of the judge. Canada 


has spent hundreds of billions of dollars in 


recent years on public-private partnerships to 


extend speedy broadband and 4G LTE wireless 


coverage throughout their far-flung provinces, 


which greatly facilitates systems such as the CRT.


Further, litigants can use these tools on 


their own schedules. And if they don’t have a 


computer or lack bandwidth at home, they can 


access a local library’s internet service, desktops, 


and scanners.


“
But where AI-


assisted tools are 
appropriate, their 
use will enhance 
access to justice, 
facilitate dispute 


resolution for 
attorneys and 


clients, and free 
up significant 


amounts of 
court time for 


judges and court 
personnel to 


devote to disputes 
that only they can 


resolve.


”
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The CRT employs private mediators (called 


“facilitators” in the British Columbia system) 


who contract with the courts to be placed in 


a queue to handle CRT disputes according to 


their availability. Facilitators can thus maintain 


their in-person practices while using the online 


systems to turn slack time into productive time 


by jumping in when it is convenient. 


The CRT system sends facilitators a notice, 


usually by text or email, that they have been 


assigned a dispute. They can then log into the 


system, navigate to the dispute via the texted 


link, and instantly see all the documents, the 


status of prior negotiations, and the logjam 


that prompted their assignment. They can then 


speak with the parties via web chat, text, or 


email. They can also use the tool to schedule 


a videoconference or telephone conference 


to keep the process moving to a resolution, or 


even conduct an online mediation if desired.


The CRT system offers easy access to off-


ramps (called “pull-outs”) with information 


about applicable law, procedures, limitations, 


and other issues, so users can best assemble 


their documents and data to maximize their 


dispute resolution experience.


The goal in Colorado is to deploy a tool at 


least as robust as CRT. The intent is to take pres-


sure off Colorado county courts that presently 


handle smaller cases but will be managing more 


complex disputes following the recent increase 


in jurisdictional limits, and to relieve pressure 


on overworked family law courts.


AI-Assisted ODR in Australia
Australia has begun to develop ODR for property 


division, custody and visitation agreements and 


disputes, and other family law matters that often 


ensnarl litigants in protracted, costly litigation. 


While most of its tools are still in pilot phase or 


development, there are also nonprofit “commu-


nity organizations” developing ODR tools in the 


family law arena focused on resolving parenting, 


property division, and financial issues. One 


such nonprofit-based tool is being developed by 


“Relationships Australia,” a non-court-affiliated 


nonprofit group that has provided family law 


advisory services in Queensland for 60 years.3 


As these Australian state court (and non-


profit) systems roll out, the plan is that litigants 


will be able to log into portals in the Australian 


provincial courts and access ODR tools to craft 


separation agreements, financial and property 


settlements, custody and visitation plans, 


modification stipulations, and orders.


The tools will guide the litigants through each 


step, formulating the issue at stake, identifying 


the parties’ desired outcomes, and offering 


pop-ups to highlight legal requirements. The 


tools will then place negotiated agreements 


before a human magistrate for review and ruling. 


Like the British Columbia CRT system, the 


Australian provincial courts’ tools will provide 


pull-outs for parties to get before a magistrate 


or mediator, either conventionally or online, if 


they hit a roadblock in negotiations.


One privately operated ODR site in Aus-


tralia, “Immediation,”4 has been developed by 


Melbourne, Australia-based barrister Laura 


Kelly. It is designed primarily for resolution 


of commercial disputes and can be used by 


lawyers and nonlawyers alike. The tool is a 


hybrid AI-assisted ODR and videoconference 


mediation platform that allows users to create 


a dispute, invite the other party to participate, 


and access “experts” (the site’s term for its 


contracted attorney/mediator specialists) to 


either guide negotiations or provide specialized 


early neutral evaluations, then continue with 


the online process to a full videoconference 


mediation if needed. Online arbitration is 


also available, with decisions enforceable via 


contract.


Immediation is currently in use but is still in 


the beta phase. It is a fee-based system and not 


connected with any court system. The company 


promises full confidentiality in the process, and 


(as the name implies) offers companies and 


disputants the possibility of quick dispositions 


(in as little as 30 days) if the dispute lends itself 


to such quick determination.  


As similar systems (both court-based and 


perhaps private fee-based) come to Colorado, 


attorneys will likely appreciate these tools. Far 


from taking their business away, practitioners, 


especially family law attorneys, may find that 


the tools allow clients, on their own, to quickly 


resolve many smaller issues that pop up. The 


clients gain by having lower cost assistance 


while attorneys avoid client calls for minor 


issues that are often not billable. Therefore, 


practitioners can better manage their practices. 


The Secret Weapon
AI-assisted ODR is coming to Colorado. When it 


gets here, it will be here to stay. Used properly, 


these ODR tools will offer a powerful way to 


deliver justice effectively and efficiently to 


more people. 


And therein lies a hidden secret: ODR tools 


will not make attorneys or mediators obsolete, 


but may well liberate us to focus on what we do 


best. By learning what AI-assisted ODR tools 


have to offer, practitioners can render a service 


that clients will surely remember when a need 


for dispute resolution arises in the future.  
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NOTES


1. Other countries using these tools include the 
United Kingdom and New Zealand.
2. https://civilresolutionbc.ca.
3. https://www.raq.org.au/services/online-
dispute-resolution.
4. https://www.immediation.com.
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This three-part series takes a deep dive into the future of online dispute resolution in Colorado. 
Part 1 discusses how videoconference mediation can bridge geographic distances, address obstacles 


to gathering in the same physical location, and deliver a satisfying ‘‘face-to-face’’ experience.


L
itigators and their clients know the 


power of mediation as an efficient 


and effective tool to resolve disputes. 


Colorado courts have likewise em-


braced the idea that almost every dispute 


can and should be referred to mediation.1  


Traditionally, mediation is held in person or 


telephonically. But current technology allows 


mediation participants to choreograph the me-


diation dialogue using a wide array of electronic 


media and online tools.


This series explores online dispute resolu-


tion (ODR) tools currently used in U.S. courts 


and other countries. Part 1 discusses using 


videoconferencing, with a focus on web-based 


videoconferencing, to deliver traditional-style 


mediation, with mediators, clients, and attorneys 


participating “live” in virtual videoconference 


rooms.2 Part 2 will discuss artificial intelligence 


assisted ODR, online settlement tools derived 


from e-commerce and now offered by the private 


sector to facilitate quick resolution of conflicts. 


Part 3 will discuss ethical considerations for 


practitioners who use these technologies, given 


the introduction of ODR tools, a “fourth party,” 


into dispute resolution.3 


Why Use Videoconferencing?
Attorneys and self-represented litigants in the 


Front Range have access to a large number 


of professional and well-qualified mediators 


offering a robust menu of hourly rates and 


payment options. However, attorneys and 


self-represented litigants in smaller commu-


nities, such as Eastern Colorado, the Western 


Slope, Southwest Colorado, and the mountains, 


face logistical and geographic challenges in 


scheduling and attending conventional media-


tions. First, the availability of trained mediators 


in rural communities is limited. Second, fac-


tors such as weather, long distances between 


parties, high mountain passes, and farm and 


ranching duties make dedicating one full day 


to mediation difficult. While some mediators 


are willing to travel throughout Colorado, the 


costs associated with such mediator travel can 


be significant. And third, compounding these 


issues, if expert information is needed for a 


full and fair evaluation of settlement options, 


parties are often pressed to resolve cases in one 


session. This latter factor can sometimes lead to 


“buyer’s remorse” and the potential unraveling 


of a negotiated settlement agreement.


At the same time, Colorado has taken 


initiatives to allow remote participation in 


court proceedings statewide with e-filing, 


telephone appearances for hearing and status 


conferences, and reduced requirements for 


in-person calendar calls or other appearances. 


These flexible practices facilitate the court’s 


handling of cases. Similar practices can assist 


parties with mediation as well; ODR can be 


used to expand the reach of mediation to 


more litigants, at lower cost, and with greater 


efficiency. 


ODR Overview
ODR is a general term describing a variety of 


online platforms, programs, and systems. ODR 


can be loosely defined as “a digital space where 


parties can convene to work out a resolution 


to their dispute or case.”4 ODR thus describes 


any mediation or dispute resolution process 


delivered remotely. 


The need for ODR, from simple videocon-


ferencing to “smart” ODR, is apparent to any 


practitioner who has engaged in a statewide 


or regional practice. Courts have also seen 


the need for powerful ODR tools to help them 


manage overwhelming dockets of smaller civil, 


family law, and traffic cases. These tools are 


particularly effective where the parties or their 


decisionmakers are located in multiple states, or 


where the parties have difficulty taking time away 


from work or face transportation challenges. 


ODR offers new ways to overcome these 


challenges. It also can facilitate access to civil 


justice for unrepresented litigants or those 


seeking resolution of smaller dollar matters. 


It is thus important to become familiar with 


these new tools, which promise to change the 


ADR landscape significantly. 


Videoconferencing Generally
Even as recently as a few years ago, commer-


cially available videoconference systems were 


not accessible to any but the largest firms or 


government law departments. Dedicated-line 


videoconference system costs and the un-


reliability of the technology made real-time 


mediation all but impossible for a general 


practice attorney or self-represented litigant. 


Today, both the cost and technology barri-


ers have been overcome, and commercially 


available web-based videoconferencing soft-


ware is readily available without the need for 


expensive hardware. Real-time, conventional, 


“everyone is there” mediations online, using 


simple, inexpensive web conferencing tools, 


are available to anyone with a laptop, tablet, 


or mobile phone and dependable broadband 
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or cellular data availability. And these tools are 


often available for free.5


Web-Based Videoconferencing
Web-based videoconference mediations aim to 


keep things simple and affordable. Participants 


are sent an email with an invitation to join the 


online conference, including a weblink. Partici-


pants click on the weblink a few minutes before 


the appointed time and “enter” the mediation 


room, complete with a face-to-face view of the 


mediator, parties, and counsel. The mediator, 


as meeting organizer, may begin by gathering 


everyone into a single “conference room” for 


preliminary discussions. After a joint preliminary 


discussion, the mediator can easily separate 


the disputants into separate, secure “rooms” 


in which the aligned parties and counsel may 


speak to each other privately. The mediator 


then has the ability to virtually shuttle between 


rooms to caucus with the parties individually. 


The mediator may also share documents through 


his or her screen.


Indeed, one of the key benefits of the 


web-conference model is that the parties and 


mediator retain a great deal of flexibility to design 


the process to cater to party needs. One highly 


useful feature is the chat format, which parties 


can use for one-on-one correspondence with 


the mediator. Parties can also send confidential 


chat-based text messages through the tool 


to counsel or allied parties, even outside the 


session hours. Or the mediator may control 


the chat by only allowing chats to occur during 


working hours or during a session. 


Web-based videoconferencing also offers 


screen sharing tools, which make it easy for 


mediators, parties, and counsel to share key 


pieces of evidence, such as videos, documents, 


and proposed agreements, all with just a click of 


the mediator’s keyboard authorizing the screen 


share. Settlement agreements can be drafted, 


exchanged, signed, and filed electronically. 


Adjourning and reconvening is also easy because 


the web conference link can be scheduled to 


remain active as long as necessary, or it can 


be rescheduled.


The ease and accessibility of the web con-


ference format lends itself to quick rounds of 


mediation to deal with discrete matters, such as 


preliminary issues and information exchange.


Web-based videoconferencing tools offer the 


typical scheduled mediation model, guided by a 


professional human mediator, that practitioners 


are already familiar with. The only difference 


between the online web conference experience 


and the brick-and-mortar mediation experience 


is that the meeting occurs entirely online, 


supported by text or other communication tools. 


Useful Applications of 
Videoconferencing
Videoconference tools are useful in almost any 


case type but may be especially helpful in family 


law matters, because 80% of Colorado courts 


require mediation before setting a contested 


hearing in pre- and post-decree matters.6 More-


over, parents often live great distances from each 


other and have a difficult time missing work 


or paying for travel. And where appropriate, 


the parties can consent to allow for the online 


participation of ancillary professionals, such as 


guardians ad litem or financial experts, who can 


log in, render feedback, or provide background, 


and then log out of a session after providing 


the information sought. This saves the parties 


money and the professionals time.


Cases involving intimate partner violence 


may also be appropriate for a videoconference 


mediation, which allows the parties to remain 


unaware of their physical locations. But similar 


to in-person mediation, if there is a protection 


order in place, care must be taken to ensure 


that an exception exists to allow contact for the 


videoconference mediation. 


Videoconference tools can also be used 


with traditional in-person mediations. For 


example, in many personal injury or other 


insurance disputes, the defendant’s claim 


professional may not be located in the state 


where the claim is pending. By using a quick, 


web-based videoconference connection, the 


mediator can bring the claim professional (or 


remote client) “into the room” whenever needed 


to discuss the case, meet the other parties, 


have confidential discussions with counsel, 


view on-screen presentations or evidence, and 


otherwise efficiently immerse themselves in 


the mediation as they would if they were there 


in person.


 Likewise, the plaintiff may live out of state 


and be unable to attend the mediation in 


person. This format will accommodate any 


party or participant.


Arguably, trying to mediate with parties 


remotely may introduce obstacles to settlement. 


There are tangible benefits to being in the same 


physical space: seeing and speaking with the 


mediator, meeting the other parties, and hearing 


all of the discussions. Moreover, parties may find 


it easier to maintain a rigid position if they are 


not in person with the other party and mediator. 


Some mediators maintain that body language 


informs a large part of their practice and unless 


the parties are physically in the room, they 


are unable to do their best work to facilitate 


settlement. But videoconference mediation 


mitigates these obstacles by allowing the parties 


to have a virtual presence. And the mediator 


and counsel often find that nonverbal cues are 


just as easy to pick up on in the virtual world. 


To be sure, there are benefits and obstacles 


to in-person and videoconference mediations. 


The biggest practical obstacle when considering 


videoconference mediation, especially in rural 


communities, is bandwidth.


Technology Challenges
As recently as a few years ago, many attorneys 


were reluctant to embrace electronic and 


data-driven practice tools. Some regarded 


themselves as not tech-savvy and feared they 


would lack the time or inclination to learn how 


to use and manage these often complicated new 


tools. When videoconferencing first emerged, 


the same resistance was common. In fact, the 


challenges were even greater, because the 


videoconference products available when 


the technology first emerged were not as so-


phisticated. 


In addition, the equipment and software 


required to run the dedicated network con-


nections and video/audio interfaces, even 


within the last five years, were priced out of 


reach for all but the largest firms or companies. 


Operating the systems required trained audio-


visual professionals. Even then, the connections 


were often dodgy and unpredictable, different 


systems could not communicate with each 


other at different ends of the conversation, 
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and video quality was often poor. And as more 


affordable web-based systems emerged, they too 


suffered latency, connection, and dependability 


problems. If you’ve ever suffered through a 


“Skype” conversation with someone lacking 


sufficient bandwidth, you understand.


Thankfully, the technology and hardware 


that supports the latest versions of video-


conferencing have made epochal jumps in 


power, dependability, cost efficiency, and 


ease of use. Today, videoconferencing can be 


as easy as reaching for an iPhone or dropping 


into a website. The financial barriers to entry 


for most of these tools have fallen so low as 


to have virtually disappeared. The personal 


resistance to the use of technology has faded 


too. And while there is yet a wide comfort range 


among tech users, most attorneys and clients 


are comfortable enough with Facetime, Skype, 


and Amazon “Echo” style AI personal assistants 


to effectively use web-based videoconferencing. 


Further, law office tech tools are now almost 


universally accepted as critical parts of every 


law practice, whether large, small, or solo. 


But one frustrating ogre of underperfor-


mance and interference remains, especially 


for practitioners in many parts of Colorado 


outside the Front Range. Even the mention of 


the word causes shudders if you are the one in 


your firm charged with making sure you have 


enough of it: bandwidth.


Former CBA President John Vaught wrote 


an article considering the bandwidth problem 


in its historical context and the steps the CBA 


was taking to remedy the problem.7 The article 


pointed out that attorneys in Denver or Colorado 


Springs were enjoying electricity and telephone 


access in their practices in the early 1900s. 


But many practitioners in rural areas didn’t 


see electric lights until the 1940s, and they 


waited for telephone access until well into 


the 1960s. Access to these basic systems was 


that generation’s “bandwidth” dilemma, and 


it caused real hardship for rural practitioners.


 Similarly, many Colorado attorneys today 


face frustrating shortfalls in cellular coverage; 


Internet access, reliability, and speed issues; 


and other roadblocks in the use of cutting-edge 


tech tools in their practices. While it is beyond 


the scope of this article to get into the weeds on 


the intricacies of broadband Internet access, the 


fact remains that much of Colorado falls well 


short of even the low 2015 federal minimum 


expectations for broadband Internet access: 25 


mbps (megabits per second) download and 3 


mbps upload.8 As the Vaught article pointed 


out, some rural towns have no broadband 


access at all. 


Even Front Range practitioners need to pay 


attention to bandwidth because more is better, 


and higher speed is better. The incremental cost 


of a high speed or, if available, gigabit connection 


is easily recouped by the increased productivity 


it can deliver. If you haven’t upgraded your 


office’s Internet service in the last two years, you 


may face a bandwidth roadblock when trying to 


use online videoconferencing. Speed that was 


more than sufficient to handle email, e-filing, or 


general web research and browsing as discrete 


tasks may be incapable of processing those 


functions simultaneously with videoconference 


mediation. Fortunately, most videoconference 


tools are not bandwidth hogs, but obtain the 


maximum available bandwidth speed and 


size to keep office systems running smoothly. 


Conclusion
Videoconference mediation, part of the breaking 


ODR wave, addresses obstacles participants 


face in trying to meet in the same physical 


space to settle disputes. Inexpensive web con-


ferencing tools are available to anyone with an 


Internet-accessible device and dependable 


broadband. Practitioners should incorporate 


these tools to enhance the mediation experience 


for themselves and their clients. 
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NOTES


1. See, e.g., https://www.courts.state.co.us/Administration/Unit.cfm?Unit=odr.
2. This is also referred to as “hybrid” mediation. Exon, “Ethics and Online Dispute Resolution: From
Evolution to Revolution,” 32 Ohio St. J. on Dis. Resol. 609 (2017).
3. Rainey, “Third-Party Ethics in the Age of the Fourth Party,” 1 Int’l. J. Online Disp. Resol. 37, 40
(2014).
4. Joint Technology Committee, JTC Resource Bulletin: ODR for Courts at 1 (Version 2.0 Nov.
29, 2017), https://www.ncsc.org/~/media/Files/PDF/About%20Us/Committees/JTC/JTC%20
Resource%20Bulletins/2017-12-18%20ODR%20for%20courts%20v2%20final.ashx.
5. There are many such tools out there, including Zoom, https://zoom.us; Skype, https://www.
skype.com/en; and proprietary tools such as Google Hangout, hangouts.google.com, and Apple’s
FaceTime, https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT204380. The authors do not endorse any particular
tool.
6. See https://www.courts.state.co.us/userfiles/file/Administration/Planning_and_Analysis/Court%20
Programs/ODR/Mediation%20Guide%20for%20Colorado%20Courts/Mediation%20Guide%20
for%20Colorado%20Courts%20as%20Posted%20on%20Intraweb.pdf.
7. Vaught, “Access to Justice—One Fiber Optic Cable at a Time,” 48 Colo. Law. 4 (Feb. 2019). The
CBA supports efforts to resolve “last mile” issues, and Governor Polis has also made statewide last
mile high-speed broadband infrastructure development a high priority. See also Vaught, “Saving the
Practice of Law in Rural America: CBA Heads to Congress for Broadband Funding,” 48 Colo. Law. 4
(Dec. 2019).
8. https://www.fcc.gov/reports-research/reports/broadband-progress-reports/2015-broadband-
progress-report.
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